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Eddy-‐mean	  flow	  interacYon	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  PV	  equaYon	

necessary condition for barotropic instability (Fig. 4). In
short, the effect of the eddies on the time-mean circulation
in this configuration is observed to undergo a fundamental
change across the along-stream boundary between where
the time-mean jet is unstable upstream and where it has
been stabilized (by the effect of the eddies) downstream,
which results in defining the along-stream location of
maximum recirculation transport. We will now refer to
these two regimes of eddy-mean flow interaction behav-
ior as the ‘‘upstream region’’ and ‘‘downstream region,’’
respectively, noting that they are defined as upstream and
downstream of the along-stream location where the time-
mean recirculation transport is maximized and the time-
mean jet is first necessarily stabilized.

b. Insights from the eddy potential vorticity flux and
its relation to the background potential vorticity
gradient

We explore the role of the stability properties of the
time-mean jet in determining the eddy-mean flow inter-
actions by considering the implications for the relation
between the time-mean eddy PV flux and the background
time-mean PV field q. Here we find the picture to be
significantly clarified by considering only the divergent
part of the eddy PV flux (computed from a rotational and
divergent decomposition of the full eddy PV flux diagnosed
from the model; for details, see Jayne and Marotzke 2002).
This, unlike the full eddy PV flux, which is dominated by
a large rotational component, is predominantly across q
contours and emphasizes two distinct regimes of behavior
in the upstream and downstream regions.

The divergent part of the time-mean eddy PV flux is
visualized in relation to the q field and its meridional
gradient ›q/›y (the most relevant component of the
background PV gradient to consider given the dominant
meridional orientation of the divergent eddy PV flux) in
Fig. 5. The visualization demonstrates that the along-
stream location of maximum recirculation transport and
where the time-mean jet is first stabilized is also the along-
stream location where the divergent part of the time-mean
eddy PV flux switches its orientation from southward to
northward. This, in combination with the background
time-mean PV gradient implied by the unstable time-
mean jet in the upstream region and the stabilized time-
mean jet in the downstream region, then results in distinct
patterns of upgradient and downgradient time-mean eddy
PV fluxes. As a consequence, eddies play two distinct
roles in feeding back on the time-mean circulation, with
each effect localized to a distinct along-stream region.

First consider the upstream region. Here, eddies act to
stabilize the jet through a downgradient PV flux inside
the jet, which acts to destroy the mean PV gradient that
is making the jet unstable. The downgradient eddy flux

can be usefully thought of as a westward ‘‘effective eddy
force’’ acting to decelerate the jet at its axis, as is seen
in a visualization of the effect of eddies on the time-
mean zonal momentum budget in the TEM framework,
a forcing directly related to the divergent part of the PV
flux (for details, see Plumb and Ferrari 2005) (Fig. 6). On
the flanks of the jet, where the sign of the meridional PV
gradient is opposite to that on the jet axis, the southward
eddy PV flux is actually upgradient, but this also acts to
stabilize the jet by providing an effective eastward force
and accelerating the jet on its flanks, hence acting to
further reduce the jet’s large-scale horizontal shear.

In contrast, in the downstream region, the northward
eddy PV flux in combination with a positive time-mean
PV gradient everywhere implies that here the eddies
act to drive time-mean flows through an upgradient PV
flux localized just downstream of the upstream region–
downstream region boundary. It is this upgradient flux
that allows the eddies to accelerate time-mean flows and
drive the time-mean recirculations, details of which are
discussed further in the next section.

c. Insights into the eddy-driving mechanism from
enstrophy variance considerations

To gain further insight into the mechanism that per-
mits the eddies to flux PV up the mean PV gradient and
drive the time-mean recirculations, we consider terms in
the enstrophy variance budget.

Upgradient and downgradient eddy PV fluxes have
implications for the enstrophy variance budget because
eddy enstrophy generation, !(u9q9) " $q, is the product

FIG. 5. A visualization of the time-mean eddy PV flux relative to
the time-mean PV field and its meridional gradient for the typical
barotropic case. Vectors indicate the divergent part of the time-
mean eddy PV flux, black contours indicate the time-mean PV field
q, and the shading indicates the sign of the meridional gradient of
the time-mean PV field ›q/›y (with light gray indicating positive
values of the time-mean meridional gradient and dark gray indicat-
ing negative values). The 3 marks denote the locations of maximum
time-mean recirculation transport. The vertical solid line indicates
the boundary between the upstream and downstream regions.
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fluxes so that the transformed eddy fluxes include only
nonskew (divergent) components [those components of
the eddy flux that are skew (i.e., directed normal to the
mean gradient and thus advective in nature) are incor-
porated into the ‘‘mean flux’’; for a full discussion, see
Plumb and Ferrari 2005]. In the case of the barotropic
WBC jet, such a transformation results in removing the
large cancelation between mean and eddy flux diver-
gences and hence highlights the small residual eddy
forcing that is significant in the dynamics.

This net ‘‘eddy vorticity forcing’’ is visualized in the top
panel of Fig. 3. The time-mean circulation driven by this
forcing, which is computed as that which satisfies Eq. (1)
for the eddy vorticity forcing shown above, is shown in the
bottom panel. Here, the direct responsibility of the eddies in
driving the time-mean recirculation gyres is demonstrated.

Examining the pattern of the residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence, we see that the net eddy forcing is dominated
by a dipole pattern of eddy vorticity flux convergence
(divergence) north (south) of the jet axis downstream of
the along-stream location of maximum time-mean re-
circulation transport. Through the dominant time-mean
PV balance between this eddy forcing and the rate of
mean planetary vorticity advection, this drives mean
meridional motions away from the jet and forces the
flanking recirculations.

The picture of the net eddy forcing also shows a sec-
ond important feature: a sharp transition from eddy
forcing of one sign to that of the opposite sign across the
along-stream location of the maximum time-mean recir-
culation transport on either flank of the jet. The corre-
spondence suggests that the along-stream location of this
switch in sign of the eddy forcing determines the along-
stream location of maximum recirculation transport. Use-
ful to the purpose of understanding the effect of eddies on
the time-mean circulation and the mechanism that per-
mits that effect, we note that this location is observed to
also relate to a critical location in the along-stream evo-
lution of the stability properties of the time-mean jet. In
particular, it corresponds to approximately where the
time-mean meridional PV gradient ›q/›y on the flanks of
the jet first ceases to be negative or more precisely where
b 5 ›2u/›y2, where u is the time-mean zonal velocity, at
the locations of the minima in the jet’s time-mean me-
ridional PV gradient profile. Importantly, it corresponds
to where the time-mean jet profile first ceases to satisfy the

FIG. 3. (top) The eddy vorticity forcing given by the negative of
the time-mean residual eddy vorticity flux divergence (filled con-
tours) overlaid on properties of the time-mean streamfunction
(black contours) for the typical barotropic case. Positive values of
the eddy forcing (a residual eddy vorticity flux convergence) are
shaded light gray and negative values (a residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence) are shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the loca-
tions of the maximum time-mean recirculation transport. (bottom)
The time-mean circulation driven by linear dynamics forced by the
above eddy vorticity forcing field. Black contours indicate positive
values of the eddy-driven streamfunction, whereas gray contours
indicate negative values. The 3 marks denote the locations of the
maximum time-mean eddy-driven transport.

FIG. 4. The along-stream evolution of the meridional PV gradi-
ent of the time-mean jet ›q/›y (filled contours) overlaid on prop-
erties of the time-mean streamfunction (black contours) for the
typical barotropic case. Positive values of the time-mean meridi-
onal PV gradient are shaded light gray, and negative values are
shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the locations of the maxi-
mum time-mean recirculation transport. The vertical black line
indicates the boundary between the upstream and downstream
regions: the along-stream location of the maximum time-mean
recirculation transport and approximately where the time-mean jet
is first necessarily stabilized to its barotropic instability.
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The	  barotropic	  model	  experiment	  in	  Waterman	  and	  Jayne	  (2011)	  	
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Eddy	  PV	  flux	  plays	  the	  role	  in	  the	  “maintenance”	  of	  
the	  steady	  jet,	  but	  does	  not	  explain	  the	  conYnuous	  
“deceleraYon”	  toward	  the	  east.	



•  With	  the	  WJ11’s	  scenario	  in	  mind,	  we	  
explore	  the	  momentum	  balance	  governing	  a	  
Yme	  mean	  KE	  jet	  to	  explain	  downstream	  
decay	  of	  the	  jet.	

•  We	  use	  the	  output	  for	  30	  years	  of	  the	  OFES	  
hindcast	  with	  the	  1/10o	  resoluYon.	

•  We	  apply	  the	  momentum	  equaYon	  in	  the	  
formalism	  of	  the	  temporal	  residual	  mean.	

(Masumoto	  et	  al.	  2004;	  Sasaki	  et	  al.	  2008)	

(McDougall	  and	  McIntosh	  2001)	

Purpose	  and	  method	



The thickness-weighted average of the zonal component of the primitive momentum equation155

can be written (see Appendix) as156

D#
t û− fv̂ = −ρ−1

0
!∂xp−∇ ·R− 1

ζ̄ρ̃
∂ρ̃(ζ̄ρ̃ !ϖ′′u′′) + X̂, (5)

where A′′ ≡ A − Â for any quantity, f is the Coriolis parameter, ρ0 is a reference density,157

p is pressure, ϖ is diabetic forcing, and X stands for the sum of all the other terms such158

as viscous stresses. The second term of the rhs is the divergence of the isopycnal Reynolds159

stress defined as160

R = (Rx, Ry, Rz) ≡
"
!u′′u′′, !v′′u′′, −

!u′′u′′ ·∇Hρ#

ρ#z

#
, (6)

where ρ# is the density whose height is ζ̄, that is, ρ̃ = ρ#(x, y, ζ̄, t). The pressure term can161

be divided into mean and eddy parts following method (2) and the eddy part would include162

the interfacial form stress (e.g. Young 2012). We purposely, however, leave this term without163

separation for leading to the TRM formulation of it.164

b. Approximation165

To compute each term of (5) in level coordinates, we approximate TWA quantities by166

their Taylor expansions around the mean density surface (MM01). The result is167

Â = Ā+ ∂z

$
−A′ρ′

ρ̄z
+

Azφ̄

ρ̄z2
+O(α3)

%
≡ Ā+ A+, (7)

where φ is the variance of density perturbation, i.e., φ = ρ′2/2 and O(α3) indicates the one168

with cubic or higher order of perturbations. Note that here and in what follows the overbar169

and prime are redefined as the temporal average at constant z and the the deviation from170

it. The second term, indicated by the plus symbol “+”, is the eddy component, but note171

that the eddy-mean separation in (7) is different from that in (2) because here the average172

is taken at constant z, while the total is the same: Ā|ρ̃ + (A′ζ ′ρ̃/ζ̄ρ̃)|ρ̃ = Ā|z + A+|z.173

For convenience (and following the convention), we introduce the notation (u#, v#) ≡174

(û, v̂) and define v# ≡ (u#, v#, w#); then v# ≡ (ū, v̄, w̄) + (u+, v+, w+) according to the175

7

definition of the eddy component (7). Because both the mean velocity (ū, v̄, w̄) and the176

residual mean velocity v# satisfy the incompressibility condition (see Eq. 3 for the latter177

incompressibility), the eddy component of the residual mean velocity also satisfies it. We178

hence compute u+ and v+ from (7) and w+ from (3).179

To evaluate R in level coordinates, we approximate the density ρ# by ρ̄ as180

ρ# = ρ̄− ∂z(φ̄/ρ̄z) +O(α3) (8)

and, furthermore, expand the double-primed quantities in Taylor series to obtain181

ζ̄ρ̃!u′′A′′ = ζρ̃u′′A′′ =
u′A′

ρ̄z
− Āz

u′ρ′

ρ̄2z
− ūz

A′ρ′

ρ̄2z
+ 2v̄zĀz

φ̄

ρ̄3z
+O(α3) (9)

(MM01). Using (8) and considering that ζ−1
ρ̃ = ρ#z (see Appendix), this can be written as182
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where all quantities with the order higher than the cubic is included O(α3) again.183

The pressure term of the TWA equation (5) can be evaluated in level coordinates applying184

formula (7), that is,185

ρ−1
0
!(px) = ρ−1

0 p̄x + ∂zF
+, (11)

where186
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The eddy component of the pressure term, ∂zF+, can be interpreted as interfacial form stress187

in level coordinates. Indeed, assuming geostrophic balance for the eddy field and omitting188

the second term in (12) yields the interfacial form stress of the QG system, which takes the189

form of f0v′ρ′/ρ̄z (e.g. Edmon et al. 1980).190

Rewriting the Reynolds stress term using (8) and (10) and splitting the pressure term191

using (11) brings the TRM momentum equation (5) to the form192
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Reynolds	  stress	 Form	  stress	

(McDougall	  and	  McIntosh	  2001)	

Momentum	  equaYon	
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average	  of	  zonal	  velocity	

Reynolds	  stress	

Form	  stress	

Effect	  of	  eddies	



c. Momentum budget242

In the original equations that the OGCM solves, the geostrophic balance approximately243

holds at each point in space and time (not shown), that is, fv ≈ ρ−1
0 ∂xp; and hence fv̄ ≈244

ρ−1
0 ∂xp̄ and fv+ ≈ ∂zF+. Because these terms are an order of magnitude larger in (13) than245

the other terms, it is necessary to consider the residual in order to meaningfully interpret246

the momentum balance. In this paper, we define ageostrophic terms as247

fv̄a ≡ fv̄ − 1

ρ0
∂xp̄, (14)

∂zF
+
a ≡ fv+ − ∂zF

+ = ∂z

!
−fv′aρ

′

ρ̄z
+

f(v̄a)zφ̄

ρ̄z2

"
. (15)

To describe the momentum budget of the KE jet, with the use of these replacements, we248

cast (13) into the form249

∂x(u
#u#) = −∂y(v

#u#)− ∂z(w
#u#) + fv̄a −∇ ·R+ ∂zF

+
a +Q#. (16)

The time derivative, ∂tu#, is negligible on average over 30 years and has been omitted.250
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definition of the eddy component (7). Because both the mean velocity (ū, v̄, w̄) and the176

residual mean velocity v# satisfy the incompressibility condition (see Eq. 3 for the latter177

incompressibility), the eddy component of the residual mean velocity also satisfies it. We178

hence compute u+ and v+ from (7) and w+ from (3).179

To evaluate R in level coordinates, we approximate the density ρ# by ρ̄ as180

ρ# = ρ̄− ∂z(φ̄/ρ̄z) +O(α3) (8)

and, furthermore, expand the double-primed quantities in Taylor series to obtain181

ζ̄ρ̃!u′′A′′ = ζρ̃u′′A′′ =
u′A′

ρ̄z
− Āz

u′ρ′

ρ̄2z
− ūz

A′ρ′

ρ̄2z
+ 2v̄zĀz

φ̄

ρ̄3z
+O(α3) (9)

(MM01). Using (8) and considering that ζ−1
ρ̃ = ρ#z (see Appendix), this can be written as182

!u′′A′′ = u′A′ − Āz
u′ρ′

ρ̄z
− ūz

A′ρ′

ρ̄z
+ 2ūzĀz

φ̄

ρ̄2z
+O(α3), (10)

where all quantities with the order higher than the cubic is included O(α3) again.183

The pressure term of the TWA equation (5) can be evaluated in level coordinates applying184

formula (7), that is,185

ρ−1
0
!(px) = ρ−1

0 p̄x + ∂zF
+, (11)

where186

F+ ≡ −ρ−1
0 p′xρ

′

ρ̄z
+

ρ−1
0 p̄zφ̄

ρ̄z2
+O(α3). (12)

The eddy component of the pressure term, ∂zF+, can be interpreted as interfacial form stress187

in level coordinates. Indeed, assuming geostrophic balance for the eddy field and omitting188

the second term in (12) yields the interfacial form stress of the QG system, which takes the189

form of f0v′ρ′/ρ̄z (e.g. Edmon et al. 1980).190

Rewriting the Reynolds stress term using (8) and (10) and splitting the pressure term191

using (11) brings the TRM momentum equation (5) to the form192

∂tu
# + (v# ·∇)u# − fv# = − 1

ρ0
∂xp̄−∇ ·R− ∂zF

+ +Q#, (13)
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fluxes so that the transformed eddy fluxes include only
nonskew (divergent) components [those components of
the eddy flux that are skew (i.e., directed normal to the
mean gradient and thus advective in nature) are incor-
porated into the ‘‘mean flux’’; for a full discussion, see
Plumb and Ferrari 2005]. In the case of the barotropic
WBC jet, such a transformation results in removing the
large cancelation between mean and eddy flux diver-
gences and hence highlights the small residual eddy
forcing that is significant in the dynamics.

This net ‘‘eddy vorticity forcing’’ is visualized in the top
panel of Fig. 3. The time-mean circulation driven by this
forcing, which is computed as that which satisfies Eq. (1)
for the eddy vorticity forcing shown above, is shown in the
bottom panel. Here, the direct responsibility of the eddies in
driving the time-mean recirculation gyres is demonstrated.

Examining the pattern of the residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence, we see that the net eddy forcing is dominated
by a dipole pattern of eddy vorticity flux convergence
(divergence) north (south) of the jet axis downstream of
the along-stream location of maximum time-mean re-
circulation transport. Through the dominant time-mean
PV balance between this eddy forcing and the rate of
mean planetary vorticity advection, this drives mean
meridional motions away from the jet and forces the
flanking recirculations.

The picture of the net eddy forcing also shows a sec-
ond important feature: a sharp transition from eddy
forcing of one sign to that of the opposite sign across the
along-stream location of the maximum time-mean recir-
culation transport on either flank of the jet. The corre-
spondence suggests that the along-stream location of this
switch in sign of the eddy forcing determines the along-
stream location of maximum recirculation transport. Use-
ful to the purpose of understanding the effect of eddies on
the time-mean circulation and the mechanism that per-
mits that effect, we note that this location is observed to
also relate to a critical location in the along-stream evo-
lution of the stability properties of the time-mean jet. In
particular, it corresponds to approximately where the
time-mean meridional PV gradient ›q/›y on the flanks of
the jet first ceases to be negative or more precisely where
b 5 ›2u/›y2, where u is the time-mean zonal velocity, at
the locations of the minima in the jet’s time-mean me-
ridional PV gradient profile. Importantly, it corresponds
to where the time-mean jet profile first ceases to satisfy the

FIG. 3. (top) The eddy vorticity forcing given by the negative of
the time-mean residual eddy vorticity flux divergence (filled con-
tours) overlaid on properties of the time-mean streamfunction
(black contours) for the typical barotropic case. Positive values of
the eddy forcing (a residual eddy vorticity flux convergence) are
shaded light gray and negative values (a residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence) are shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the loca-
tions of the maximum time-mean recirculation transport. (bottom)
The time-mean circulation driven by linear dynamics forced by the
above eddy vorticity forcing field. Black contours indicate positive
values of the eddy-driven streamfunction, whereas gray contours
indicate negative values. The 3 marks denote the locations of the
maximum time-mean eddy-driven transport.

FIG. 4. The along-stream evolution of the meridional PV gradi-
ent of the time-mean jet ›q/›y (filled contours) overlaid on prop-
erties of the time-mean streamfunction (black contours) for the
typical barotropic case. Positive values of the time-mean meridi-
onal PV gradient are shaded light gray, and negative values are
shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the locations of the maxi-
mum time-mean recirculation transport. The vertical black line
indicates the boundary between the upstream and downstream
regions: the along-stream location of the maximum time-mean
recirculation transport and approximately where the time-mean jet
is first necessarily stabilized to its barotropic instability.
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c. Momentum budget242

In the original equations that the OGCM solves, the geostrophic balance approximately243

holds at each point in space and time (not shown), that is, fv ≈ ρ−1
0 ∂xp; and hence fv̄ ≈244

ρ−1
0 ∂xp̄ and fv+ ≈ ∂zF+. Because these terms are an order of magnitude larger in (13) than245

the other terms, it is necessary to consider the residual in order to meaningfully interpret246

the momentum balance. In this paper, we define ageostrophic terms as247

fv̄a ≡ fv̄ − 1

ρ0
∂xp̄, (14)

∂zF
+
a ≡ fv+ − ∂zF

+ = ∂z

!
−fv′aρ

′

ρ̄z
+

f(v̄a)zφ̄

ρ̄z2

"
. (15)

To describe the momentum budget of the KE jet, with the use of these replacements, we248

cast (13) into the form249

∂x(u
#u#) = −∂y(v

#u#)− ∂z(w
#u#) + fv̄a −∇ ·R+ ∂zF

+
a +Q#. (16)

The time derivative, ∂tu#, is negligible on average over 30 years and has been omitted.250

Each term is computed from the model output of u, v, w and ρ, according to its definition251

shown above, except for Q#, which is computed as a residual in (16), because it contains252

viscous and diffusive terms (Section 2), which are not included in the model output and not253

easy to compute reliably. This equation describes eastward acceleration (∂x(u#u#) > 0) or254

deceleration (∂x(u#u#) < 0) of the KE jet in terms of the fluxes and forcings on the rhs.255

Figure 5 shows the vertical profile of all terms of (16). In the upstream region, the KE256

jet decelerates (solid red) as is expected from the horizontal structure shown in Figure 1.257

The zonal Reynolds stress term, −∂xRx, has a large deceleration effect (solid green), but is258

largely canceled by the ageostrophic Coriolis force, fv̄a, which contribute to accelerate the259

jet (solid blue) . The sum of these terms, fv̄a − ∂xRx, well agrees with the deceleration260

of the jet except very near the surface (solid black). The imbalance is accounted for by261

the combination of −∂z(w#u#) (solid yellow), −∂zRz (dotted green), and ∂zF+
a (solid light262

blue) although these terms are minor at depths. The meridional fluxes, −∂y(v#u#) (dashed263
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red) and −∂yRy (dashed green), are negligible at all depths. In the downstream region, the264

momentum balance is similar and the KE jet is still decelerated (∂x(u#u#) < 0), except that265

the roles (signs) of fv̄a and −∂xRx are reversed. The contribution of the other flux terms266

are minor, all below or comparable to the amplitude of the residual, Q#.267

The approximate balance between fv̄a and ∂xRx generally holds longitude by longitude268

in both of the upstream and downstream regions as shown in Figure 6, which plots the terms269

in (16) vertically integrated. The sum fv̄a − ∂xRx approximately agrees with ∂x(u#u#) and270

the other terms have little contribution: the meridionally integrated momentum balance in271

the KE jet can be approximated as272

∂x(u
#u#) ≃ fv̄a − ∂xR

x (17)

at each longitude. If barotropic instability is the main mechanism to generate eddies, the273

meridional Reynolds stress, Ry, should be significant. This seeming discrepancy is due274

to the meridional integration. The contribution of −∂yRy is found to be large (Fig. 7),275

but, because this term merely causes meridional redistribution of eastward momentum, its276

influence vanishes when it is integrated over the meridional width of the KE jet. This277

also holds for the term of the meridional flux by the mean flow, ∂y(v#u#). Hence, we can278

interpret that (17) describes the change of zonal momentum of the KE jet after experiencing279

the meridional redistribution of momentum by those terms.280

The mean ageostrophic flow, which plays a dominant role in the zonal momentum balance,281

has a curious spatial structure. Figure 8a shows the vectors of the mean ageostrophic flow282

at 200 m depth. The vectors show a clockwise circulation over the KE region; the strong283

northward flow in the narrow region around the beginning of the KE jet (west of 144◦E) and284

weak southward flow in the broad region of the downstream. This feature persists down to at285

least 1000 m although the magnitude becomes weaker (not shown). The mean ageostrophic286

flow, interestingly, tends to occur along the contours of the eddy kinetic energy defined as287

K ≡ (!u′′2 + !v′′2)/2, with the large energy on its right (Fig. 8a). Indeed, the correlation288

between ua and k×∇HK are found to be generally high (Fig. 8b). This suggests that the289
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mean ageostrophic Coriolis force is, in part, balanced with the horizontal gradient of the290

eddy kinetic energy. The eddy kinetic energy cannot solely account for the magnitude of the291

mean ageostrophic flow even in the area of high correlation (Fig. 8c and d), which will be292

discussed in Section 5b.293

Given that the eddy kinetic energy, generally, is an isotropic component of the Reynolds294

stresses (this fact will be shown in a barotropic system in the next section), the zonal295

Reynolds stress can, thus, be rewritten as Rx = K + M , where M = (!u′′2 − !v′′2)/2. This296

decomposition is the same as that used in Waterman and Hoskins (2013), except that we297

define the velocity associated with eddies as u′′ instead of u′. Applying this decomposition,298

the approximately-balanced equation, (17), becomes299

∂x(u
#u#) ≃ fv̄a − ∂xK − ∂xM. (18)

Figure 9 shows the terms of this equation. The terms, −∂xK and fv̄a, counteracts to each300

other reflecting aforementioned spatial structure of the mean ageostrophic flow, suggesting301

that the net contribution of the mean ageostrophic Coriolis force is given by fv̄a − ∂xK.302

In the upstream region the net mean ageostrophic Coriolis force has little contribution and303

−∂xM solely accounts for the deceleration of the jet. However, in the downstream region it304

largely contributes to decelerate the jet, while −∂xM shows acceleration effect, suggesting305

that the mean ageostrophic flow plays a crucial role in maintaining the KE jet. Also, note306

that the sign of the K- and M -terms in these regions are consistent with those in Waterman307

and Hoskins (2013).308

5. Discussion309

a. Mean ageostrophic flow in an idealized barotropic model310

In Section 4 we have seen the mean ageostrophic flow occurs poleward and equatorward311

in the upstream and downstream regions, respectively. In this section, we show that WJ11’s312
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D̄t(∇2
Hψ̄) = −∇ · u′q′ (1)

ψ̄ = (2)

ψ̄ =(内部の渦位場)+(境界値)

K

− f0
gH

ψ̄ (3)

Correlation between ua v.s −k× f−1∇HK

|ua| and |k× f−1∇HK|

u# = (u#, v#) = ū+ ∂z

!
−u′ρ′

ρ̄z
+

ūzφ̄

ρ̄2z
+O(α3)

"
(4)

{w# |∂xu# + ∂yv
# + ∂zw

# = 0} (5)

∂xRx = ∂xK + ∂xM (6)

∂xR
x = ∂xK + ∂xM (7)

M ≡
#|u′′|2 − #|v′′|2

2
(8)

Rx = !u′′u′′ (9)

1

Decomposing	  the	  Reynolds	  stress	
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!
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

"
= (u′q′)D · n (12)

n = k× ū

|ū| (13)

D̄tū+ fk× ū = −∇P̄ −∇K −∇ · σij (14)

k× (u′q′)D

∂rP̄ = −f ūa · n (since fk× ūa ≡ fk× ū+∇P̄ ) (15)
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P̄ +K
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model includes the same feature and consider the mechanism of downstream decay of the313

eastward jet in terms of momentum.314

Following Waterman and Hoskins (2013), who analyzed WJ11’s simulation, we decom-315

pose the Reynolds stresses in a barotropic model into the isotropic and anisotropic compo-316

nents as317 ⎛

⎜⎝
u′2 v′u′

v′u′ v′2

⎞

⎟⎠ =

⎛

⎜⎝
K 0

0 K

⎞

⎟⎠+

⎛

⎜⎝
M N

N −M

⎞

⎟⎠ , (19)

where (u, v) is barotropic velocity; we represent time average with overbar and deviation from318

it with prime as we did in Section 3b; K ≡ (u′2 + v′2)/2, M ≡ (u′2 − v′2)/2, and N ≡ u′v′.319

Using this decomposition, a temporal mean of the barotropic momentum equation can be320

expressed as321

Dtū+ fk× ū = −∇HP̄ −∇HK −∇H · σij, (20)

where Dt ≡ ∂t + ū ·∇H , P̄ ≡ p̄/ρ0 and σij stands for the second term on the rhs of (19).322

Also, ∇H · σij is a shorthand of Σj∂(∂jσ1j, ∂jσ2j), where ∂1 ≡ ∂x and ∂2 ≡ ∂y. The QG323

approximation of this equation gives the momentum equation corresponding to the QGPV324

equation in the WJ11’s study. A derivation of the QG momentum equation can be found in325

many literatures (e.g., Vallis 2006).326

An equivalent form of (20) is327

∂tū+ (fk+∇H × ū)× ū = −∇H

(
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

)
−∇H · σij. (21)

The sum of the quantities inside the parenthesis on the rhs is a Bernoulli function that328

includes the eddy kinetic energy. In a steady state, the momentum equation along a stream329

line for ū becomes330

∂r

(
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

)
= −t ·∇H · σij, (22)

where t ≡ ū/|ū| and ∂r ≡ t ·∇H . Because ∇H · σij = (Mx +Ny,−Nx +My) = (−v′q′, u′q′)331

when ∇H · u′ = 0 (QG approximation), where q ≡ vx − uy denotes PV in this system (e.g.332

Waterman and Hoskins 2013), the rhs of (22) is equivalent to the eddy PV flux normal to333

the stream line.334
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when ∇H · u′ = 0 (QG approximation), where q ≡ vx − uy denotes PV in this system (e.g.332

Waterman and Hoskins 2013), the rhs of (22) is equivalent to the eddy PV flux normal to333

the stream line.334
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model includes the same feature and consider the mechanism of downstream decay of the313

eastward jet in terms of momentum.314

Following Waterman and Hoskins (2013), who analyzed WJ11’s simulation, we decom-315

pose the Reynolds stresses in a barotropic model into the isotropic and anisotropic compo-316

nents as317 ⎛

⎜⎝
u′2 v′u′

v′u′ v′2

⎞

⎟⎠ =

⎛

⎜⎝
K 0

0 K

⎞

⎟⎠+

⎛

⎜⎝
M N

N −M

⎞

⎟⎠ , (19)

where (u, v) is barotropic velocity; we represent time average with overbar and deviation from318

it with prime as we did in Section 3b; K ≡ (u′2 + v′2)/2, M ≡ (u′2 − v′2)/2, and N ≡ u′v′.319

Using this decomposition, a temporal mean of the barotropic momentum equation can be320

expressed as321

Dtū+ fk× ū = −∇HP̄ −∇HK −∇H · σij, (20)

where Dt ≡ ∂t + ū ·∇H , P̄ ≡ p̄/ρ0 and σij stands for the second term on the rhs of (19).322

Also, ∇H · σij is a shorthand of Σj∂(∂jσ1j, ∂jσ2j), where ∂1 ≡ ∂x and ∂2 ≡ ∂y. The QG323

approximation of this equation gives the momentum equation corresponding to the QGPV324

equation in the WJ11’s study. A derivation of the QG momentum equation can be found in325

many literatures (e.g., Vallis 2006).326

An equivalent form of (20) is327

∂tū+ (fk+∇H × ū)× ū = −∇H

(
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

)
−∇H · σij. (21)

The sum of the quantities inside the parenthesis on the rhs is a Bernoulli function that328

includes the eddy kinetic energy. In a steady state, the momentum equation along a stream329

line for ū becomes330

∂r

(
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

)
= −t ·∇H · σij, (22)

where t ≡ ū/|ū| and ∂r ≡ t ·∇H . Because ∇H · σij = (Mx +Ny,−Nx +My) = (−v′q′, u′q′)331

when ∇H · u′ = 0 (QG approximation), where q ≡ vx − uy denotes PV in this system (e.g.332

Waterman and Hoskins 2013), the rhs of (22) is equivalent to the eddy PV flux normal to333

the stream line.334
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Eddy	  momentum	  fluxes:	

Time	  mean	  momentum	  equaYon	  (barotropic	  and	  incompressible):	

Discussion	

(e.g.	  Hoskins	  et	  al.	  1982)	
The	  anisotropic	  Reynolds	  stress	  generally	  
has	  rotaConal	  component	  of	  eddy	  PV	  flux	  
but	  ignoring	  it	  does	  not	  influence	  the	  
following	  argument.	

∂r

!
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

"
= (u′q′)D · n (12)

n = k× ū

|ū| (13)

D̄tū+ fk× ū = −∇P̄ −∇K −∇ · σij (14)

k× (u′q′)D

2

∂r

!
|ū|2

2
+ P̄ +K

"
= (u′q′)D · n (12)

n = k× ū

|ū| (13)

D̄tū+ fk× ū = −∇P̄ −∇K −∇ · σij (14)

k× (u′q′)D

2

isotropic	  
component	

anisotropic	  
component	



Momentum	  equaion	  along	  the	  stream：	

and	

Bernoulli	  funcYon	

n	

r	

fluxes so that the transformed eddy fluxes include only
nonskew (divergent) components [those components of
the eddy flux that are skew (i.e., directed normal to the
mean gradient and thus advective in nature) are incor-
porated into the ‘‘mean flux’’; for a full discussion, see
Plumb and Ferrari 2005]. In the case of the barotropic
WBC jet, such a transformation results in removing the
large cancelation between mean and eddy flux diver-
gences and hence highlights the small residual eddy
forcing that is significant in the dynamics.

This net ‘‘eddy vorticity forcing’’ is visualized in the top
panel of Fig. 3. The time-mean circulation driven by this
forcing, which is computed as that which satisfies Eq. (1)
for the eddy vorticity forcing shown above, is shown in the
bottom panel. Here, the direct responsibility of the eddies in
driving the time-mean recirculation gyres is demonstrated.

Examining the pattern of the residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence, we see that the net eddy forcing is dominated
by a dipole pattern of eddy vorticity flux convergence
(divergence) north (south) of the jet axis downstream of
the along-stream location of maximum time-mean re-
circulation transport. Through the dominant time-mean
PV balance between this eddy forcing and the rate of
mean planetary vorticity advection, this drives mean
meridional motions away from the jet and forces the
flanking recirculations.

The picture of the net eddy forcing also shows a sec-
ond important feature: a sharp transition from eddy
forcing of one sign to that of the opposite sign across the
along-stream location of the maximum time-mean recir-
culation transport on either flank of the jet. The corre-
spondence suggests that the along-stream location of this
switch in sign of the eddy forcing determines the along-
stream location of maximum recirculation transport. Use-
ful to the purpose of understanding the effect of eddies on
the time-mean circulation and the mechanism that per-
mits that effect, we note that this location is observed to
also relate to a critical location in the along-stream evo-
lution of the stability properties of the time-mean jet. In
particular, it corresponds to approximately where the
time-mean meridional PV gradient ›q/›y on the flanks of
the jet first ceases to be negative or more precisely where
b 5 ›2u/›y2, where u is the time-mean zonal velocity, at
the locations of the minima in the jet’s time-mean me-
ridional PV gradient profile. Importantly, it corresponds
to where the time-mean jet profile first ceases to satisfy the

FIG. 3. (top) The eddy vorticity forcing given by the negative of
the time-mean residual eddy vorticity flux divergence (filled con-
tours) overlaid on properties of the time-mean streamfunction
(black contours) for the typical barotropic case. Positive values of
the eddy forcing (a residual eddy vorticity flux convergence) are
shaded light gray and negative values (a residual eddy vorticity flux
divergence) are shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the loca-
tions of the maximum time-mean recirculation transport. (bottom)
The time-mean circulation driven by linear dynamics forced by the
above eddy vorticity forcing field. Black contours indicate positive
values of the eddy-driven streamfunction, whereas gray contours
indicate negative values. The 3 marks denote the locations of the
maximum time-mean eddy-driven transport.

FIG. 4. The along-stream evolution of the meridional PV gradi-
ent of the time-mean jet ›q/›y (filled contours) overlaid on prop-
erties of the time-mean streamfunction (black contours) for the
typical barotropic case. Positive values of the time-mean meridi-
onal PV gradient are shaded light gray, and negative values are
shaded dark gray. The 3 marks denote the locations of the maxi-
mum time-mean recirculation transport. The vertical black line
indicates the boundary between the upstream and downstream
regions: the along-stream location of the maximum time-mean
recirculation transport and approximately where the time-mean jet
is first necessarily stabilized to its barotropic instability.
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D̄t(∇2
Hψ̄) = −∇ · u′q′ (1)

ψ̄ = (2)

ψ̄ =(内部の渦位場)+(境界値)

K

1

Upstream	  region:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  but	  
→　	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decreases	  to	  the	  east.	

Downstream	  region:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  but	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decreases.	  
→　	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  increases	  to	  the	  east.	

H	 L	 H	

The	  modified	  pressure,	  P+K,	  suppresses	  and	  causes	  the	  
deceleraYon	  in	  the	  upstream	  and	  downstream,	  respecYvely.	  	  	  	
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Figure 10

mean ageostrophic flow, ua, and the rotational vector for the eddy kinetic energy gradient,340

k×∇HK, that feature is found to be robust in a large area of the KE region (Fig. 10b). This341

suggests that the eddy kinetic energy is associated with the cause of the mean ageotropic342

flow and gives its streamfunction to some extent. In some areas on the mean KE jet axis,343

the directions of those vectors have a large difference, which may be due to the occurrence344

of the mean ageostrophic flow driven by the mean pressure gradient associated with the345

recirculations. Furthermore, magnitudes of the mean ageostrophic flow vectors, however,346

cannot fully be explained by the vector expected from the eddy kinetic energy alone, even347

in the area where these directions are in good agreement (Fig. 10c and d). This suggests348

that there is an additional factor giving the streamfunction of the mean ageostrophic flow,349

which will be argued in Section 5b.350

5. Discussion351

a. The mean ageostrophic flow in an idealized barotropic QG model352

We have seen that the mean ageostrophic flow tends to occur clockwise over the KE jet353

region. Here, we show that this feature can be deduced from the result in the experiment of354

the idealized barotropic QG model in WJ11. According to Waterman and Hoskins (2013)355

who analyzed WJ11’s simulation, the Reynolds stresses in the barotropic QG model can be356

decomposed into357

⎛

⎜⎝
u′2 v′u′

v′u′ v′2

⎞

⎟⎠ =

⎛

⎜⎝
K 0

0 K

⎞

⎟⎠+

⎛

⎜⎝
M N

N −M

⎞

⎟⎠ , (19)

By this decomposition, the momentum equation corresponding to their barotropic QGPV358

model may be written as:359

Dtū+ fk× ū = −1

ρ
∇H p̄−∇HK −∇H · σij (20)
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that K takes maximum in the neighborhood of the site (see their Fig. 3a), P̄ is permitted384

to be more depressed therein.385

Depression of P̄ -profile along the streamfunction leads to ∂rP̄ < 0 in the upstream and386

∂rP̄ > 0 in the downstream. This implies that the mean pressure works to accelerate and de-387

celerate the jet in the upstream and the downstream, i.e., the occurrence of associated mean388

ageostrophic flow in the direction of poleward and equatorward in these regions, respectively.389

Furthermore, we should note that this mean ageostrophic flow is rotational because the con-390

tinuity equation for the order of the Rossby number may reduce to ∇H · ua = 0 for the391

barotropic case with rigid surface and bottom adopted in WJ11 (e.g. Vallis 2006). Thus, the392

mean ageostrophic flow circulate clockwise over the region of the jet and the recirculations,393

consistent with the spatial structure of the mean ageostrophic flow shown in this study.394

b. Potential role of eddy energies395

In Section 4c we showed that the mean ageostrophic flow tends to occur with the large396

eddy kinetic energy on the right. This evokes the relationship between the flow field and397

pressure in the geostrophic balance. In that balance, horizontal pressure gradient works398

to accelerate the motion of the fluid, while the Coriolis force associated with the motion399

prevents this effect. According to the theoretical argument by Aoki (2014), the pressure400

for the TWA equation can be defined by the sum of the mean pressure and the isotropic401

component of the eddy momentum fluxes typified by the eddy kinetic energy. By analogy402

with the geostrophic balance, it may be expected that the Coriolis force for the residual mean403

velocity prevents the acceleration effect caused by the horizontal gradient of that modified404

pressure. Because substantial part of the residual mean velocity field is in geostrophy, the405

Coriolis force counteracting the dynamic pressure force caused by the eddy kinetic energy406

would be due to the ageostrophic flow. This implies that the eddy kinetic energy is a driving407

force of this flow. We should, however, note that all of the mean ageostrophic flow is not408

caused by the eddy kinetic energy as we have seen that the Coriolis force for the mean409

17

∝	

The	  mean	  ageostrophic	  flow	  
occurs	  with	  the	  high	  eddy	  
kineYc	  energy	  on	  its	  right.	

It’s	  like	  the	  geostrophic	  balance!	



Ageostrophic	  flow	  &	  EKE	  in	  a	  snapshot	

i.  What	  causes	  the	  ageostrophic	  flow	  in	  a	  snapshot?	  
ii.  How	  can	  the	  relaYonship	  between	  the	  

ageostrophic	  flow	  and	  EKE	  in	  the	  temporal	  mean	  
be	  achieved	  from	  the	  snapshots?	

Eddy	

EKE	

EKE	  has	  a	  donuts	  form.	  
Ageostrophic	  flow	  occurs	  ON	  
the	  high	  EKE.	



Curvature	  effect	

EKE	

|fua|	



Curvature	  effect	

1.2 非地衡流の生成
　粘性を無視し，外力がコリオリ項と圧力項で書けるとする：X = −fk × u −∇P，
ここで，f はコリオリパラメーター，P は基準密度で割った圧力を表す（P = p/ρ0）．
ところが，地球流体は地衡流平衡が良い近似で成り立つ．そこで，圧力をP = Pg +Pa

とし，−fk× u−∇Pg = 0が成立すると仮定すれば，外力は

X = −∇Pa ≡ −fk× ua (16)

と表せる．ここで，uaを非地衡流と呼び，最右辺はのその形式的な定義である．
今，各時刻において，回転対称な円形渦の周りにできた流速場の周回運動の曲率が

非地衡流を作り出す場合を考える．すなわち，(??)において，

fk× ua = −2K

R
en (17)

が良い近似を与えるとする．流れの曲率に伴う非地衡流の生成は古くから認識されて
いる (e.g. ahonen 1920)．この関係式の右辺は常に正（K > 0，かつ，en < 0|R > 0）
なので，非地衡流は渦の極性に依らない；低気圧性渦でも高気圧性渦でも非地衡流は
f が正（負）ならば時計回り（反時計）となる．非地衡流が実質的に圧力勾配であるこ
とを考えれば，この関係はまた，圧力勾配と遠心力が釣り合ういわゆる旋向風バラン
スを表している．その圧力場は，(??)，(??)，および，(??)から，

∇Pa = −∇(K + φ) (18)

と等価であることが分かる．言い換えれば，圧力はレイノルズ応力が生み出すポテン
シャルに対する抗力となっている．
上記の関係式は，各時刻で成り立つのだから，時間平均において次が成り立つ

fk × ūa = −
!
2K

R
en

"
(19)

ここで，右辺の上付きバーは括弧内の乗除の結果に対しての時間平均であることに注

4

R	

Curvature	  effect	  well	  explains	  
the	  axisymmetric	  

ageostrophic	  velocity!	  

EKE	

|fua|	

ß	  Curvature	  effect	



Curvature	  effect	

H	

l  A	  single	  eddy	

l MulYple	  eddies	

Ageostrophic	  circulaYon	

Ageostrophic	  flow	  
by	  curvature	  effect	

High	  EKE	  is	  located	  
around	  the	  flow	  	



Curvature	  effect	
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Ageostrophic	  flow	  
by	  curvature	  effect	

High	  EKE	  is	  located	  
around	  the	  flow	  	



Mean	  ageostrophic	  circulaYon	  formed	  by	  axisymmetric	  
eddies	

1)  IdenYfying	  eddies	  
(Okubo-‐Weiss	  parameter)	  

2)  Replacing	  the	  eddies	  with	  
axisymmetric	  eddies	  using	  Gaussian	  
funcYon.	  	  

3)  CalculaYng	  the	  velocity	  field	  from	  
the	  Gaussian	  funcYon.	  
	  (following	  the	  geostrophic	  relaYon)	  

4)  CalculaYng	  the	  ageostrophic	  
velocity	  expected	  from	  the	  
curvature	  effect.	  

5)  Temporally	  averaging	  the	  EKE	  and	  
ageostrophic	  velociYes	  for	  the	  
eddies. 	  	  	

Contour:	  SSH,	  	  
	  Color:	  Okubo-‐Weiss	  parameter	  over	  a	  criYcal	  value.	



Mean	  ageostrophic	  circulaYon	  formed	  by	  axisymmetric	  
eddies	

Total	ReproducYon	  by	  axisymmetric	  eddies	

Idealized	  axisymmetric	  eddies	  capture	  the	  feature	  of	  the	  
spaYal	  distribuYon	  of	  the	  ageostrophic	  velocity	  and	  EKE	  well.	



Summary	

•  Eastward	  deceleraYon	  of	  the	  KE	  jet	  is	  governed	  by	  the	  ageostrophic	  
Coriolis	  force	  and	  the	  zonal	  Reynolds	  stress	  [in	  a	  sense	  of	  
meridional	  integral].	  

•  The	  ageostrophic	  flow	  is	  parYally	  driven	  by	  EKE,	  which	  is	  an	  
isotropic	  component	  of	  the	  Reynolds	  stress.	  

•  Thus,	  the	  ageostrophic	  Coriolis	  force	  without	  EKE	  contribuYon	  and	  
the	  anisotropic	  Reynolds	  stress	  pracYcally	  control	  the	  KE	  jet’s	  
deceleraYon.	  

•  Along	  the	  streamline	  of	  the	  mean	  flow,	  this	  ageostrophic	  Coriolis	  
force	  gives	  pressure	  changes,	  which	  can	  be	  interpreted	  as	  the	  ones	  
caused	  by	  eddy	  PV	  fluxes.	  

•  The	  relaYonship	  between	  the	  ageostrophic	  flow	  and	  EKE	  in	  the	  
temporal	  mean	  may	  be	  explained	  by	  the	  mechanism	  that	  eddies	  
accompanying	  curvature	  effect	  occurs	  and	  migrates	  over	  the	  KE	  
region.	
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D̄t(∇2
Hψ̄) = −∇ · u′q′ (1)
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